**Duo™, Tri™ and Quad™ bases:** These table bases provide maximum storage capacity for cabling and are also ideal for concealing core drills or floor-mounted receptacles. A panel inside each base acts as a spool for excess wire. The curved outer panels of Duo™, Tri™ and Quad™ bases can be removed for easy access to cabling and floor monuments.

**Facet Edge:**

- Blue laminate with solid maple edge
- Grey laminate with solid maple edge
- Cherry laminate with solid wood edge stained to match laminate
- Anagre laminate with solid wood edge

**Laminate Tops:** Vox® Conference Table tops with a Facet Edge or Taper Edge can be specified with plastic laminate. The laminate extends over the solid wood edging below it, creating a seamless appearance that is in keeping with the high manufacturing standards of the entire Vox® Collection. Postforming laminates are required when specified for Vox® Conference Tables with a Facet Edge detail.

**Finishes:** Nienkämper offers many standard wood veneers and finishes, plastic laminate colors, and anodized aluminum options. They all add up to a wide range of aesthetic possibilities for Vox® Conference Tables with Duo™, Tri™ or Quad™ bases. Pictured below are samples of wood and aluminum finish combinations.

**Duo™, Tri™ and Quad™ bases**

- AL-01 Clear: F-17 Burnt Walnut
- AL-02 Champagne: F-16 Natural Figured Sycamore
- AL-03 Light Bronze: F-06 Standard Cherry
- AL-04 Bronze: F-05 Natural Cherry
- AL-05 Black: F-18 Natural White Oak
- AL-06 Black: F-17 Burnt Walnut

**Vox® Conference Tables: Duo™, Tri™ and Quad™ Bases**

**Design:** Mark Müller

Vox® Conference Tables are available in standard sizes, from 72” x 36” up to 240” x 84”. Square and Round tables from 42” to 96”.
Vox® Conference Tables: Duo™, Tri™ and Quad™ Bases
Design: Mark Müller

The Vox® Collection™: Vox® is a versatile collection of furniture and accessories, designed to work with the electronic equipment that has transformed the corporate world into a globally connected realm. It accommodates all specialized connections required for the conference room.